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IN THE COURTS

By Lawrence Hurley
WASHINGTON, Nov 18 (Reuters) - SynQor
Inc’s $111 million court victory against various
companies that manufacture power converter
systems that it sued for patent infringement is
now final after the U.S. Supreme Court said on
Monday it would not review the case.
Continued on page A-12

U.S. appeals court revives
Apple bid for Samsung
injunction
By Diane Bartz
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - A U.S. appeals
court on Monday breathed new life into Apple’s
long-running attempt to secure an injunction
banning the sale of some devices made by
Samsung Electronics Co Ltd, ordering a California judge to reconsider imposing a permanent sales ban on some Samsung products.
Continued on page A-12

U.S. justice airs concerns
about using race in picking
lawyers
By Lawrence Hurley
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - A U.S. Supreme
Court justice expressed concerns on Monday
about how a federal judge required plaintiffs’
lawyers to take race and gender into account
in picking their legal team.
Continued on page A-13

Federal judge orders MF
Global to pay $1 billion to
customers
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - A federal judge
in New York has ordered MF Global Inc to
return more than $1 billion to harmed customers and pay an additional $100 million penalty as part of a civil settlement with U.S. derivatives regulators.
Continued on page A-13

Google, Microsoft tighten
online searches to combat
child porn
By Belinda Goldsmith
LONDON (Reuters) - Web search giants
Google and Microsoft said on Monday they
will block online searches for child abuse imContinued on page A-13
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U.S. Supreme Court
declines to review $111
million patent case

Tuesday, November 19, 2013

U.S. justices won’t review
intelligence court action
on phone records
ACLU attorney Alex Abdo said the Supreme Court's actio in the EPIC case
had little bearing on the ongoing litigation in lower courts,
where judges “will have to grapple with the merits of the NSA's call-tracking program.”
Lawrence Hurley
WASHINGTON (Reuters)

T

he U.S. Supreme Court said on Monday it would not review a ruling by the
secretive intelligence court that gave
the government access to records kept
by Verizon Communications Inc on millions
of telephone calls.
The long-shot case was brought to the high
court by the Electronic Privacy Information
Center (EPIC), a public interest research organization. It was the first time the high-profile
issue has come before the justices since former
National Security Agency contractor Edward
Snowden began in June to leak secret documents detailing American surveillance programs.
The NSA used records like those provided
by Verizon as part of the spy agency’s
counterterrorism surveillance activities.
The court rejected the case in a one-sentence order.
The Obama administration argued in papers presented to the court that under existing
law, only the U.S. government or Verizon itself
could challenge a ruling by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court.
Marc Rotenberg, EPIC’s president, said in a
statement that the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act makes it difficult to challenge the
intelligence court’s decisions.
“The surveillance order was clearly unlawful,” he said.
The intelligence court’s activities received
widespread public attention in June when the
British-based Guardian newspaper published
the order that gave permission for the U.S. government to access data of telecommunications
giant Verizon.
Snowden is in Russia, where he was granted
asylum in August for at least a year. He faces
criminal charges in the United States stemming from his disclosures.

The Supreme Court case is unrelated to several other challenges to the same program, including one pursued by the American Civil Liberties Union in U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York.

A hearing in that case is scheduled for Friday.
ACLU attorney Alex Abdo said the Supreme
Court’s action in the EPIC case had little bearContinued on page A-12

2013 Fall Forum panel: (L-R) Hon. William B. Bohling, Randy Kiser, moderator Jon
Hafen (standing), and Hon. David Connors

Law Practice/Effectiveness

Best lawyers are confident on the
outside, humble on the inside
Donna K. W. Johnson - Part 1
Randy Kiser of DecisionSet was the keynote speaker at the Utah Bar’s Fall Forum
November 14 and 15 at Little America. Kiser also appeared on a panel with former Third
District Court Judge William Bohling, Third District Court Judge Kate Toomey and Second District Court Judge David Connors.
Continued on page A-12
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The December 2010 jury verdict in the Eastern District of Texas was upheld by the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in a
March ruling.
Among the companies seeking high court
review in the case were Emerson Electric Co
subsidiaries Artesyn Technologies Inc and
Astec America Inc.
The others were Bel Fuse Inc, Delta Electronics Inc subsidiary Delta Products Corp,
Murata Manufacturing Co Ltd subsidiary
Murata Power Solutions, and Power-One Inc,
a subsidiary of ABB Ltd.
The products at issue in the case are highefficiency power converter systems that are
used to power circuits in various technical
equipment, including telecommunications and
computer systems.
The case is Artesyn v. SynQor, U.S. Supreme
Court, No. 13-375.

Continued from page A-1

U.S. Supreme Court
declines to review
$111 million
patent case

ing on the ongoing litigation in lower courts,
where judges “will have to grapple with the
merits of the NSA’s call-tracking program.”
EPIC’s petition bypassed the usual appeals
process, which is why it came before the Supreme Court so quickly.
The Justice Department did not immediately respond to a request seeking comment.
The case is In re: Electronic Privacy Information Center, U.S. Supreme Court, 13-58.

Continued from page A-1

U.S. justices
won’t review
intelligence
court action on
phone records

The panel and the keynote speech focused
on how and why many lawyers are overconfident when assessing their chances of winning
cases. The most-effective lawyers are not.
Kiser, Martin Asher and Blakeley McShane
analyzed over 2,000 California cases that went
to trial between 1964 and 2004 after settlements were rejected. They repeated the study
with 524 cases in New York. In both studies,
61 percent of the plaintiffs and 24 percent of
the defendants who rejected settlement offers
obtained results equal to or worse than the
settlement offers. Only 15 percent obtained
better verdicts. Furthermore, the problem
worsened over time: 54 percent of plaintiffs
got worse results at trial than in settlement in
1964, but that figure rose to 66 percent in 2004.
“Many lawyers are alpha-type people,”
Kiser said. “Alphas–male and female–are
quick thinkers, quick to blame or judge, prone
to focus on flaws and slow to change their
opinions. Many of us spend more time advising or telling rather than listening. But our
studies show that the lawyers who get the best
results at trial have a different mindset. Their
mindset is characterized by lifelong learning,

Continued from page A-1

Next year’s MCAT will include a whole new
section on psychology, and I think that’s a
good thing.”
Panel moderator Jon Hafen asked the
judges to assess their skills at predicting case
outcomes. Judge Toomey said she could usually predict liability but not damages awards.
Judge Connors said he was able to predict the
outcome in civil cases more than in criminal
cases.
Everyone on the panel felt that effective attorneys are able to be realistic rather than
emotional about their cases. Judge Connors
observed, “When I see lawyers treating each
other poorly in court, it’s obvious that they’ve
lost their objectivity. The jury sees it too.”
Judge Bohling added, “My job as a mediator is to slake the emotion out of the process.
The procedure mediators use is to separate
the parties and tell them they need to get down
off their white horse and reach some compromise. I think that’s why most cases settle in
mediation. Of those that don’t, it’s usually
because somebody can’t get real about their
case. Often they start out highly emotional,
and then over the course of the day they real-

ize they aren’t going to do any better. A
mediator’s job is to help them lower their expectations. Clients are more apt to be hardheaded; in most cases the lawyers get to the
point where they’re working for the deal.”
Kiser’s study showed that mediation training has a positive effect on case outcomes.
Cases where the parties’ attorneys had mediation training showed a lower incidence of
decision error.
As Kiser summed up “ We’ve found that a
cooperative, problem-solving style is more effective than a tough, aggressive style. Hospitals that have adopted a program where doctors can apologize to patients when something
goes wrong have a lower incidence of malpractice claims. That’s good, because only 21
percent of med-mal plaintiffs actually prevail
at trial. I’m not sure if many med-mal plaintiffs are ever told that figure.”
Judge Toomey added, “I see so many cases
where all the plaintiff really wants is for the
defendant to say they’re sorry.”

Apple, which makes iPhones and iPads, has
been incensed by what it considers Android
knockoffs of its devices, many made by
Samsung. The two companies have been in a
long-running and global battle over patent infringement.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit said on Monday that the lower court
abused its discretion in denying Apple’s request for an injunction of Samsung devices
with respect to utility patents and asked it to
reconsider.
The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California had refused the injunction in
December 2012. Apple Inc had requested it
because of a ruling that Samsung products infringed on three design and three utility patents related to mobile devices.
The appeals court upheld the lower court’s
refusal to order an injunction on the design
patents.
Last year, Apple was awarded over $1 billion after it convinced a jury that Samsung copied various iPhone features.
In March U.S. District Judge Lucy Koh in
San Jose ruled that the jury had made errors in
some calculations, impacting about $400 million of the verdict.
Koh ordered a retrial of that portion of the
original award, which is now wrapping up in
San Jose. Closing arguments are scheduled for
Tuesday.
Koh also rejected Apple’s request for a permanent ban on the sale of several Samsung
products in the lucrative U.S. market.
Court-ordered injunctions are much more
threatening to companies than monetary verdicts, and tend to increase the likelihood of a
settlement. But in this case, it could be months
before Apple ultimately secures an injunction
against Samsung, which undercuts Apple’s leverage, said Brian Love, a professor at Santa
Clara Law in Silicon Valley.
Still, the ruling bodes well for Apple’s future
court battles, Love said. The iPhone maker is
scheduled for another trial against Samsung in
April 2014, which involves newer Samsung
products.

Continued from page A-1

The Federal Circuit’s ruling on Monday will
give Apple firmer precedent to get an injunction in that case, he said.
“Certainly this is not an across-board win
for Apple,” Love said, “but I think Apple is
happy with this outcome.”
The three utility patents are for the “bounceback” feature, which allows users scrolling
through text to reach the end and then bounce
back; a “multi-touch display” that allows the
device to distinguish between a user who uses
one finger to scroll and two to “pinch to zoom”;
and “double tap to zoom,” which allows a user
to tap a device twice so it will zoom in.
The appeals court said the district court
erred in requiring Apple to show that the features in the infringed patents were the sole
reason consumers bought Samsung devices.
“Rather than show that a patent feature is
the exclusive reason for consumer demand,
Apple must show some connection between
the patented feature and demand for Samsung
products,” the court said in its ruling.
The appeals court also said that the lower
court relied too much on evidence that Apple

licensed the patents to others as a reason to
order financial damages rather than an injunction, saying that Samsung was different because it was Apple’s primary competitor.
Samsung has the top spot in the global
smartphone market, with a 32.1 percent market share while Apple was second with 12.1
percent, the research firm Gartner said last
week.
Of the smartphones sold, 81.9 percent run
Google’s mobile platform Android, while 12.1
percent used Apple’s iOS, Gartner said.
“The district court abused its discretion by
failing to properly analyze whether damages
would adequately compensate Apple for
Samsung’s (court emphasis) infringement of
these patents (court emphasis),” the three judge
panel said in its ruling.
Samsung declined comment while representatives for Apple did not immediately respond to requests for comment.
The case at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit is Apple Inc v Samsung Electronics Co., Inc. The case number is 2013-1129.

U.S. appeals court revives Apple bid for
Samsung injunction

receptivity and listening. They are constantly
asking other people what they think.”
Kiser suggested an exercise: “Go through
an entire day assuming that everyone you
meet has a better opinion than you. We do
this with lawyers who come to us [at
DecisionSet]. Afterward, they almost always
say they, ‘I had no idea I was spending so
much time assuming other people are wrong.’
We as lawyers tend to spend less time listening and more time deflecting – marshaling arguments for why we’re right and they’re
wrong.”
Another exercise suggested by Kiser was to
ask “Why am I wrong?” while listening to others. He said the most-effective litigators are
often the least-confident people, who spend
a lot of time analyzing all sides of a case. They
are constantly questioning themselves.
Judge Connors, a former partner and litigator with Chapman and Cutler, mentioned
the difficulty of minimizing overconfidence
when clients want confident lawyers. Kiser
replied, “We need to develop soft skills. That
means we spend more time listening to clients and learning how to persuade people.

Best lawyers are confident on the outside, humble on the inside
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Top lawyers are effective
decision-makers
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'1t's not enough for us to be good decision-makers;
we have to be good communicators too." -Randy Kiser
Donna K. W. Johnson· Part 2

'}

sion making, Kis~r and his colleagues folind. it away in a drawer or give it to a friend-someembers of a Utah Bar's Rall Porum What helps is to keep track of your decisions: one you really trust. Then take it out or have
seminar agreed that effective de- "We suggest that lawyers keep a decision log. them give it back to yous.ix months later. Most
cision making:,is a paramount skill· In it you write down the issue that needed a often you will learn a lot"
for lawyers.
decision, the three major premises that drove
Outside collegial input can help in deciKeynote speaker Randy Kiser ofDecisionSet your decision and' what you decided. Then sion making. Third District Court Judge Kate
said effective decision making can make or write down your level of confidence in the de· Toomey observed, "Often attorneys come in
break a case. "But," he cautioned, "how good cision you made, the requirements the deci• for a pre- trial conference and ask me for some
our decisions are has everything to do with sion had to meet, and the consequences. Put
Continued on page A-18
to be how far we are from our last meal. We might
make an entirelydifferent decision on the same
issue ifwe made it at 3 PM instead of right after
breakfast."
Kiser and his colleagues Martin Asher and
mta pub- Blakeley Mcshane found with litigation lawr and ad- yers that the same case can settle from any1ange in- where from $25,000 to $675,000: "Negotia·
:St, giving tion outcomes are highly idiosyncratic-as
•ne of the much so as trial outcomes. In some cases
that's because our decision making-is not as
s.
ge A-19
effective as it could be. In other cases it's because we failed to deliver a realistic assessment of the case to the client effectively. It's
not enough for us to be good decision-makers; we have to be good communicators too."
According to Kiser, making fewer decisions
per day can lead to more effective decision
making. He said, "We only have the capacity
to make a certain number of decisions every
day. We don't want to use them up on things
:h broker that don't really matter."
has been
. Ideally, lawyers should spend 80 percent of
'swatch- their decision making capacity on future islaunder- sues. Kiser said: "More oft.en we spend that
Former SAC Capital portfolio manager Mic~l Steinberg (R) arrives with his lawyer
lt poten- 80 percent on past issues. Usually it's on a
1lving cli- mistake we made. But we can't change that
Barry Berke at the Manhattan Federal Courtlwuse in New York, November 21, 2013.
REUTERS/Brenda11 McDennid
lent.
outcome. We can only learn from it and rege A-1.9
solve not to make that mistake again. The
scope of the remedy is limited. The future is
much less restricted."
York Kiser said "maintenance issues" can eat up
lot of decision making capacity. He said:
:>king a"We
need to identify as many of these as we
can. They tend to be things we do over and
By Nate Raymond and Emily Flitter
fork City over again, b1,1t we use up time and resources
NEW YORK (Reuters) • A lawyer for Michael Steinberg, a one-time top deputy at
mpanies, re-making those decisions about them. The
Steven A. Cohen's fund SAC Capital Advisors, said Wednesday his client was being
unjustly vilified by a former employee acting out of his own self-interest.
titutional best thing is to put those issues in default mode
'hursday, and only re-visit them if something changes."
Continued on page A-18
age A-19
Experience alone does not improve deci-
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SAC's Steinberg sought 'illegal edge;'
prosecutor tells jurors
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Top lawyers are effective decision-makers
Continued from page A-1.

feedback on how rm leaning. They don't want
a pre-judgment; they want an idea of bow I
feel so far. In my experience those attorneys
have a better chance of getting the case
settled." The panel agreed.
Secon.d DiStrict CounJudge David Connors
added, "Sometimes you can ask your judge to
ask other judges what they think. Many of
them are verywilling to do a quick assessment
of the case. Those eValuations can be very

helpful."

is worth today."

Kiser said even good decision-makezs can

be wlnerable to what he calls the sum-cost
bias. Mediator andretired Third District Court
Judge Wtlliam Bohling d~cribes it 'We're in
settlement negotiations. An attorney says, Tm
into this case X number of dollars and I have
to getitback.' Thehardestthinglhave to do
as a mediator is tell them that's immaterial
The only question that counts is what the case

Experience is no protection against the
sum-cost bias. Kiser described an experimenJ
in which Philadelphia attomeyswe~given the
same case. "Half of them were told that the
client had spent $100,000, and the other half
told that the client bad spent $300,000," he
said. "The ones [who were] told that the client bad spent less were far more apt to recommend settlement And all of these attor-

neys bad been practicing for over 20 years."
Kiser said lawyers contemplating settlement
decisions need to remember that juries don't
think like attorneys.. l.awyers are trained to
think in theories and possibilities," he explained. juries think in concrete facts. An
approach we think is legally correct may not
~ practical from a jury's viewpoint We need
to be aware of that"

S·AC's Steinberg sought 'illegal edge,' prosecutor tells jurors
+J.

Continued ~ page
But a federal prosecutor countered that
Steinberg actively sought an "illegal edge"
rhroughtrades onsecretinformation cultivated
through a "corrupt circle" of analysts, including one working at SAC whobas pleaded guilty
tD insider trading.
"Re did it to get an illegal edge over ordinary investors who played by the rules," prosecutor AntoniaApps said.
The two lawyers were making-0peningstatemepts in the1J.S. District Court in New York in
~ trial of Steinberg, the .first employee of
Cohen's once-powerful hedge fund to gQ to
trial on ID.sider trading charges.
Earlier this month, SAC agreed to plead
guilty and pay $1.2 billion to resolYe fraud
charges stemming from the insider crading
trobe. A federal judge is considering whether
tn accept the plea
Nine current or former SAC Capital employee;$ have been charged or implicated in
wrongful trading while at the hedge fund Six
llavepleaded guiltyto criminal charges. Asepa-

rate trial in. an insider tiadin:g.case.against another former SAC Capital fund manager,
MathewMartoma..issetfor Jan. 6.
In their starements on Wednesday; both
sides focusedbeavily on a former SAC analyst,
Jon Horvath, who allegedly 1>.assednon-public
information about two technology companies
to Steinbergin 20~ and2009.
Apps said prosecutors would show how
Steinberg pressed Horvath to try harder to get
coveted secret information. She told jurors
Steinberg knew the information he was1eceiving and trading on was coming from "corrupt
sources'' inside companies :including Dell Inc
and Nvidia Corp.

SELF-INTEREST
For his part, Barry Berke, Steinberg's lawyer, laid out a portrait of Horvathas a deceitful
rogue who took advantage of Steinberg and
lied to him about the sources of his company
information.
"Mr. Horvath chose his self-interest over

the truth and claimed that Mike Steinberg was statements was "hedge fund_" Apps used it
responsible for bis misdeeds, Berke said.
sparsely and Berke, adopting a folksy style and
Harvath pleaded guilty in 2012.
opening his remarks with a parable about a
Steinberg, 41, faces five counts of securities thief, a farmer and a well, called SAC and its
fraud and conspiracy to commit securities hedge fund peers uinstitutional investoIS.n
fraud on claims he traded in Dell and Nvidia
Berke also made colorful use ofphotographs
based on.inside information.
in a slide presentation he used to accompany
Atthe1ime,hewasmanagingaportfollofor bis s~atement, putting an unflattering phot~
SAC'.s Sigma CapitalMan'tgement hedge fund graph of Horvath next to a picture ofa younger,
He iS now onleave.from the fund.
smiling Steinberg.
Opening statements followed a day-and-aThe probe of SAC Capital is part of a decade-long crackdown on insider trading by half process to select 12 jurors and four alterNew York federal prosecutors.
nates. The nine women and three men on the
Throughout her presentation on Wednes- jury include an unemployed home health aide,
day, Apps peppered her statements with the two accountants and a massage therapist.
term "edge," a term thatprosecutors have used
Among those ultimately excluded, at the
to describe what Cohen demanded ofhis sub- urging ofSteinberg's lawye.-s, weretwo women
ordinates.
and one man who said they bad participated
In a 2011 deposition in a lawsuit by an in- in th~ ()q:upy Wall Streetprotests of 2011.
surer, Cohen said, "I hate that word" when a
The azse is U.S. v. Steinberg, U.S. District
lawyer asked him if it was used at SAC to de- C.ourt, Southern Diftria of New York, No. 12scribe an advantage over other investors.
cr-00121.
One term almost entirely absent from the
0

U.S. 'takes action. in· two . a.uto parts price-fixing cases,
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Wills for Heroes program
helps first responders
"We provide help not only with wills but with living wills, advanced healthcare directives
and durable power Of attorney.,, -Blake Hamilton, Stirba Law Firm
Donna K. W. Johnson

lake Hamilton of the Stirba Law Firm
defends police officers accused of using exc~sive force while on duty. He
believes most police officers and
firefighters do an excellent job and contribute
immeasurably to their comnnmities. In a natural extension of this practice and belief, he
serves as chair of tho Utah Bar Young Lawyers
Division's Wills for Heroes program. "I've
chaired it for almost five years," he says.
According to Hamilton, Wills for Heroes was
created following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Towers. "After the attacks," he explains, "it was discovered
that most of the first responders who died did
not have wills or other essential end-of-life
documents in place. That placed an additional
burden on their families."
Attorney Anthony Hayes of South Carolina
started the national Wills for Heroes program
in November of 2001. "Utah was one of the
first states to adopt the program," Hamilton
recalls. "Now we hold an event every other
month. We travel throughout the state, from
Logan to St. George and almost everywhere in
between. At each event we serve an average of
50 to 60 first responders and their spouses and
partners."
The most-recent Wills for Heroes event was
held November 16, 2013 at the Park City Fire
District. The next one will be on January 18,
2014 at the Orem headquarters of the Utah
Highway Patrol. Attorneys volunteer to work
at the events, receiving training on the same
day. "We use a program called HotDocs to fill
in the legal tenninology quickly," Hamilton
says. "We provide help not only with wills but
with living wills, advanced healthcare direclives and durable powers ofattomey.''
Advanced healthcare directives are required
by Utab Jawif people wish to make their own
end-of-life healthcare decisions, Hamilton
says. "Without them, healthcare personnel are
required to do everything possible to prolong
life," he explains. "But in certain circumstances,
such as persistent vegetative states, that may
not be what some people want. An advanced
healthcare directive addresses these lifesaving

B

'

issues. It also makes your wishes known regarding organ donation and the designation of
a legal guardian if needed. It's an excellent
way of making sure your wishes are followed if
you cannot speak for yourself."
A durable power of attorney allows people

to designate an agent to make financial decisions for them if they are incapacitated,
Hamilton says. "And of course," he adds, "a
will concerns the disposition of assets after
death. We provide these docwnents as a packContinued on page A-U

A visitor prays next to burning candles in the Church of the
Nativity, the site revered by Christians as Jesus' birthplace,
ahead of Christmas in the West Bank town of Bethlehem
December 23, 2013. REUTERS/Darren Whiteside
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Wills for Heroes program helps. first responders
Continued from page A-1

age to cover most eventualities."
First responders and spot1$es or partners
fill out a questionnaire before coming in for
their appointments, Hamilton explains: "ft
addresses their- concerns and wisbes. They
bandit to the attomey-chey see. and tbathelps

make the process easyior everyone." Spouses
and partners consultseparateattomeysjn case
sensitive issues arise that one partner may not
want the other to know about, Hamilton adds.
Attorney response is strong:and manyvol-

unteer to assist, according to Hamilton. The

January 18 event is already fully staffed. Organizers are looking for attorneys for upcoming
events. The March 15, 201~ event will take
place at the Sevier Councy Sheriff's Office in
Richfield. The May 17. 2014 event will beheld
.in Salt Lake City at the Unified Fire Authority

headquarters. "We count on a strong turnout," Hamilton says. "It's a wonderful way to
give back to those who give so much to us."

Hulu must face privacy lawsuit, U.S. judge rules
By Jonathan Stempel
(Reuters) - Hulu has failed to persuade a
federal judge to dismiss a lawsuit accusing the
video streaming service of illegally sharing users' viewing history with Facebook lrrc and
business mecrics company comScore lnc.
U.S. Ma.@.strate Judge Laurel Beeler in San
Francisco on Friday rejected Hulu's argument
that viewers needed to show achlal injury to
recoveL damages, evenif they qualified as "aggrieved" persons under a 1988federal law protecting the privacyof video renters.
That law, the Video Privacy Protection Act
(VPPA), was adopted after a newspaper.in 1987
published an article about movies that the Supreme Court nominee Robert Bork had rented.
Hulu had argued that the law ~was not
adopted to impose multi-billion doUar liability
on the transmission of anonymous data where
no one suffe.rs any actual injury."
Beeler, however, concluded that "the stature requires only injury in the formof a wrongful disclosure'' before damages might be available. She did not rule on the merits of the case.
Hulu is a joint venture owned by Comcast
Corp's NBCUniversal. 21st Century Fox lnc's
Fox Broadcasting, and Walt Disney Co's ABC.
Chief Rxecutive Mike Hopkins on Dec. lB said
Hulu will post $1billion6f revenue in 2013, up
from $695 million in 2012.
The lawsuit seeks class-action status on behalf of Hulu users nationwide. It was brought
byseveral people in California, Illinois and New

York seeldng damages of at least $2,500 per
violation, plus punitive damages and other
sums.
These plaintiffs claimed that Hulu let third
parties engaged in marlceting, advertising, and
sociaf networking track their video choices
without permission.
They claimed that Hulu sent such infonnation to Scorecard Research, a comScore market research unit, and sent "Facebook IDs that
linked their video choices to personallyldentifiable Facebook registration information."
Hulu did notimmedia.telyrespond on Monday to a request for comment Us lawyer Robert Schwartz did not immediately respond to a
similar request David Parisi, a lawyer for the
plaintiffs, also didnotimmediarely respond to
such a request

Hulu has separately argued it \.\TOuld be too
hard to certify a class of plaintiffs. It noted that
many users employ fake names, including 644
named "HomerSimpson,n 450 named "Mickey
Mouse,• 131 named "Santa Claus» and 18,581
named "John Doe."
Beeler has also scheduled a Feb. 6, 2.014
hearing on Hulu's second motion to dismiss
the case. There, Hulu claimed it did not knowingly transmit protected information to ,
Facebook and comScore in a manner that violated the VPPA
The case is In re: Hulu Privacy Litigation,
U.S. District Court, Northern DistrictofCalifornia, No. 11-03764.
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11ie HULU Plus app plays a movie trailer on a&imsung GaUlxy plw11e in tins phmo-illu.stration
in Neru York, December 23, 2013.HululUlSfailed.to persuade afederal judge to dismiss a lawsuit
accusingtlrevideostreamingserviceofillegallys1iaringusers'uiewinghistorywithFaceboaklnc
and business metrics compaTl)I com.Score Inc. REUTERS/Carlo Allegri
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BYU Alumn, Pro Bono Attorney of Year
BYU Law School alumnus Elizabeth Elon Thompson (’09) has been selected as the Pro
Bono Attorney of the Year by the Utah State Bar.
Thompson’s first law work was as corporate counsel for a Utah firm when relatives asked
her for help to set up a guardianship for their autistic children. She talked to another
attorney with experience in the area who agreed to help her with this pro bono project. She
found another attorney willing to volunteer for the court visitor, too. She was gratified and
committed to use her legal skills for more pro bono work, but she left the corporate counsel
work for a plaintiff’s firm in litigation and no longer had time to devote as a volunteer.
That is until she was hired to negotiate contracts for library software by SirsiDynix. This
company encourages public service, and Thompson, now out of full-time litigation, had
more time. In a State Bar email listing opportunities for service, “Lend a Learned Hand,”
she saw work with an adoption, contacted the Bar to refer her to an experienced mentor,
and took the case on. She was attracted to this case because she wanted to learn more
about adoption law and felt comfortable taking it because of the experienced attorney who
would mentor her. She takes pro bono cases on a case-by-case basis and is currently
working on another family law case. She sees the beauty in partnering with other attorneys
in pro bono work—one to mentor and one to be mentored; and one to advise and one to do
the legwork.
Thompson also serves the Law School community as a Trial Advocacy trainer and judge
for co-curricular events. She has been the guest speaker for an Advocacy class. She is
married, the mother of a three year-old and expected her second child this spring.
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